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Abstract—Software systems are prone to security vulnerabilities. Security is very important aspect of any software. In spite of security mechanisms available, there is increasing security threats revealed every year. This is a continuous problem with software systems as new threats are tried out by attackers. This paper solves this problem by developing a framework with an attack injection methodology which continuously discovers vulnerabilities in software systems and allows security administrators to resolve the issues. A prototype application is built to demonstrate the methodology. The application gets protocol details from networked server and makes attacks to discover vulnerabilities and the vulnerabilities thus discovered are persisted to a database. This helps in rectifying problems or fixing bugs in the software that causes security vulnerabilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer usage has become part of human beings in all walks of life. It has become an essential part of any work. This does mean that reliance on computer systems is increasing dramatically each and every year. The emerging technologies, advancements in storage and security, the Internet and all such things paved way for this reliable usage of computers in all businesses and personal pursuits. The software development processes have been around ever since man started using systems to develop software. However, every software built by humans based on some systematic approach known as software process model, may have bugs hidden. With respect to security, the bugs are known as vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities are exploited by hackers and adversaries to perform security attacks for monetary or other gains. This is the reason for this research paper. This paper aims at developing a new methodology that helps in discovering security vulnerabilities of networked servers. This paper also presents a Vulnerability Prediction Tool that is meant for generating attacks on target server based on the protocol specifications of target server. Once the vulnerabilities are discovered, they are handed over to the team involved in the development of target server. The software development team follows traditional debugging and other techniques to spot the vulnerabilities and rectify them. This is an experimental approach for the verification of fault handling mechanisms (fault removal) and for the estimation of various parameters that characterize an operational system (fault forecasting), such as fault coverage and error latency [6], [7].

The proposed methodology and vulnerability detection tool are meant for proactively making attacks on target server, in this case it is Red Hat Linux, with a good intention to make a list of vulnerabilities and let the development and security personnel of the target server to identify and fix the problems so as to avoid the security threats from real adversaries who make attacks for monetary or other gains. While making attacks the expected behavior and abnormal behaviors of server against various attacks are observed. The expected behavior does mean that there is no security vulnerability exists with respect to the attack made based on the test definition which is driven by protocol specification. Any behavior of server that deviates from expected one confirms the presence of vulnerability. These results are valuable to the team that takes care of security of the target server. The nice thing about the proposed vulnerability detection tool is that, it does not need the source code of the target server in order to make attacks on it. Instead it treats server OS as block box and perform attacks. The tool simply needs protocol specifications of target server that give enough information to derive test definitions, generate attacks and inject them to complete the experiments and discover vulnerabilities in the target server. The tool follows certain phases such as generate attacks, inject attacks and look for errors or failures. The generate attacks phase takes protocol specifications as input and generates a set of test definitions. In turn these test definitions are used to generate attacks. The inject attacks phase is actually injecting attacks generated by generate attacks phase. Once injecting attacks is completed, it results in discovery of vulnerabilities. The following sections throw light into review of literature, proposed methodology and tool creation details.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
We propose an attack injection methodology that discovers vulnerabilities in select networked servers. Networked servers have inherent and latent vulnerabilities that are not unearthed unless some attacks are made. Exception [8] and FTAPE [9] are examples of tools that can inject hardware or software faults in a target system under evaluation. The emulation of other types of faults has also been accomplished with fault injection techniques, for example, software and operator faults [10], [11]. Robustness testing mechanisms study the behavior of a system in the presence of erroneous input conditions. Their origin comes both from the software testing and fault injection communities, and they have been applied to various areas, for instance, POSIX APIs and device driver interfaces [12], [13].

When attacks are made by adversaries, the network servers fail to perform their functionalities. The security attacks made by hackers cause the IT systems to lose important sensitive information. It is essential to test the servers to find whether there are security vulnerabilities.

Fig. 1 – Architecture of Proposed Methodology

The fig. 1 shows architecture of proposed methodology.

As can be seen in fig. 1, the architecture shows the methodology used in discovering vulnerabilities in the target servers. Networked servers are of many types such as Windows, Linux, and Apple Mac and so on. Before making attacks it is required to know the protocols used by the target server. For this reason network server protocol specifications are used. From the protocol specifications, the proposed system takes details of a particular protocol. The extracted protocol specification details are kept in a database for further usage. Based on the specification, various kinds of tests are defined. The tests thus defined are used in the proposed framework. The attack generator component of the proposed architecture makes use of the defined tests and generates various attack instances. Such attacks are saved to a database for further use. These attacks are used by attack injector which is responsible for actually injecting attacks into target server and get the responses. The attack injection result may be positive or negative. Positive does mean that attack is made successfully and certain vulnerability has been discovered. Negative does mean that attack was not successful and that indicates robustness of target server in that area. The attack injector component various sub components for the purpose of processing attacks, injecting packets, and collecting response and execution data. The results of the attack injection process are saved to database known as attack injection results database. Target server is the component that existed in the real world. It is a networked server with security in place. However, there might be unknown security vulnerabilities that are discovered by the proposed framework.

ALGORITHMS USED

The algorithms proposed in [1] are used for the experiments. They are given in this paper. The first algorithm is meant for generating attacks while the second algorithm is meant for generating of malicious strings.

**ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm for generating of attacks**

```plaintext
Test value
Input: protocol Specification of the network protocol used by the server
Output: Attacks
S ← Set of all states of the protocol specification
Foreach State s ∈ S do
M ← set of message specification of s
Transaction ← set of ordered network packets necessary to reach s
P ← Φ
Foreach MessageSpecification m ∈ VM do
Foreach FieldSpecification f ∈ m do
If f is type Numbers then
f' ← all boundaries values, plus some intermediary illegal values, from specification
elseif f is type words then
f' ← combination of predefined malicious tokens
m' ← copy of m replacing f with f'
P ← P ∪ (set of all network packets based on m' specification)
Foreach attack_packet ∈ P do
Attack ← Transitions ∪ [attack_packet]
Attacks ← Attacks ∪ (attack)
return: Attacks
```

Fig. 2 – Algorithm for generating of attacks

This algorithm traverses all message types and states of protocol in order to maximize the attack space. Based on the message type each and every test case is generated. This algorithm is different from others as it populates each field with wrong values systematically instead of using only legal values. Overall, this algorithm takes specification of network server protocol and generates various security attacks to discover vulnerabilities in the specified server.
As can be viewed in fig. 3, this algorithm takes specification of the field, list of malicious tokens, predefined list of special tokens and maximum number of token combinations as input and generates malicious strings as output. This output is used in discovering vulnerabilities in the target server.

EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the environment used for conducting experiments and the way experiments are conducted.

Environment

The environment used to build a prototype application for the purpose of making experiments include JDK 1.6 (JSE 6.0), Net Beans IDE, Oracle 10G Express Edition, a PC with Linux Server running. No special hardware or software is required apart from this.

Prototype Application

An application is built with GUI (Graphical User Interface) that facilitates to achieve the goal of this paper. The aim of this paper is to make attacks on networked server with the intention to discover vulnerabilities and let security personnel to fix the discovered vulnerabilities. General IDS (Intrusion Detection System) applications are meant for detecting intrusions made by adversaries. However, the proposed tool is to make attacks proactively and discover vulnerabilities. The attacks are devised based on the knowledge gained from the protocol specifications of target server.

The vulnerability detection tool or the application developed in this paper ensures that attacks are made based on test definitions that are driven by the facts given in the protocol specifications of target server.

Fig. 3 – Algorithm for generating malicious strings

As can be viewed in fig. 3, this algorithm takes specification of the field, list of malicious tokens, predefined list of special tokens and maximum number of token combinations as input and generates malicious strings as output. This output is used in discovering vulnerabilities in the target server.

Fig. 4 – Proposed Vulnerability Detection Tool

As can be seen in fig. 4, the tool is built in Linux environment using Java programming language. Java’s SWING API is used to build graphical interface while the network API is used for communication with target server. IO is used to perform read and write operations on local file system while JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is used to perform database operations. The application has two important components or modules. They are known as attack generator and attack injector. The attack generator module is used to define various tests meant for generating attacks. These tests are based on the protocol specifications collected from target server. In our experiments we used Red Hot Linux server as target server. The vulnerability discovery tool also tested in Linux environment. The procedure followed by the tool is very much similar to the description given about the architecture of proposed methodology as shown in fig. 1.

The attack generator module is responsible to make use of tests defined and generate possible attacks. It does mean that an attack is generated for each test definition. The collection of attacks that generated is persisted to database. These attacks are used by the attack injector module. The attack injector module is responsible to actually inject attacks into target server. It monitors the attacking process and also results there of. The attack results are saved to database as attack injection results. The results of attacks are then
used by security personnel of target server to focus on the vulnerabilities and take steps to ensure that those vulnerabilities are rectified and they no longer give chance to security threats in future. As can be seen in the results shown in fig. 4, it is evident that there are some vulnerabilities discovered in case of Red Hot Linux server which is freely available for download over Internet.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a methodology that makes attacks on networked servers and discovers security vulnerabilities. To demonstrate this prototype application is built that takes protocol specification details from server and performs various attacks on the server and discovers vulnerabilities. The discovered vulnerabilities are then persisted into database for further steps to fix the bugs in the software in which vulnerabilities are found. The experiments are made on Linux server and the empirical results revealed that the proposed tool is capable of discovering vulnerabilities effectively.
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